
light replace circuits, may be the only
feasible way of building such advanced
capabilities. For Dr. Szabo, his powerful
optical memory is the first clear demon-
stration of this potential, and promises to
provîde the storage capacity required by
parallel-processiflg architecture.

His Invention is based on the fundamental
physical properties of matter and flght. A
prism, for example, demonstrates that sun-
light contains the rainbow of colours or
frequencies which make up the visible spec-
trum. Thus a leaf appears green because its
chiorophyli reflects back the green light and
absorbs the other visible frequencies.

At the atomic level, the interaction of iîght
and matter is more complicated. An atom can
be consldered to consist of a nucleus sur-
rounded by electrons in discrete orbits or
energy levels. If an electron Is given the
precisely correct amount of energy, it wilI
jump f0 a higher energy level, absorbing the
actlvating energy in the procees. It is how-
ever unstable at the hlgher energy level.
When it fails back f0 its ground state or
original energy level, it gives off the energy
it absorbed in the form of light. The precise
frequency of this light wlll depend on the
difference between the two energy levels.
The cleareet everyday lemnonstration of this
is in fluorescent lamps, where electrical
energy pushes electrons f0 a highier energy
level and they emit light as they fal back.

Dr. Dzabo's optical memory relies on
these basic physical principles of the
electromagnetic spectrum and of atomic
absorption and emission.

The first experiments by Alex Szabo

Crystal mfemory as it would be used in a fifth generation computer. Under the direction Of
the computer's read-wrlte logic, a smai) laser scans the memorY crystal, saturating tiny areaS
with its light. This l8 the "write" function. For the Iread" funiction, the laser scans the crystal
again; a saturated area or 'hole' transmits the laser light, while unsaturated areas do not.
began in 1970 when he shone light from a
pulsed ruby laser into a ruby crystal and
observed the fluorescence comin 1g out.

To Dr. Szabo, this immediately suggested
the analogy of an extremely high resolution
colour photograph. Just as a photograph
records colours, the ruby was able to store
two very narrow and close frequencies of
light. Moreover, once the electrons were
in the excited state, he found that the
ruby was transparent to a laser pulse of
the sanie f requency. Rather than absorbing
the light, it transmitted ItL

As the phenomenon is analogous to
burning a hole in a piece of paper with
sunlight focused through a magnifying glass
and then shining the light through the
hole, Dr. Szabo called it "optical hgle-
burning". And since a photographic film is
really a crude sort of memory, Dr. Szabo
mainfains that the similar but enormouslY
higher resolution memory made possible
by hole-burning could be used to construct
a more sophisticafed computer memorY
with additional power.

Computer storage capacîties
The language of computers is binary - a 0
or a 1, known as a bit, is the basic unit.
Elght bits, a byte, represent a letter or 3
number, e.g. 00101001. Two decades
ago, computer data were commonly stored
as holes punched in paper cards, with 9
capacity of about four bits per square cen'-
timetre. Gradually, this system has beefl
replaced by magnetic tapes and discs, whlch
can store some several hundred thousanid
bits in the same area.

Within the past couple of years, memoý
ries have taken another leap In storage
capacity, wlth the introduction of video discs.
These can store about 100 fîmes more data
Per square centimefre than magnetic media.
The bits are recorded by lit erally burning pifS
about one micromefre wide with a laser iil
a thin mefallc film layer on a plastic or glas$
diso. But even this most advanced of cuir
rent storage technologies pales In con"
parison wlth the capacity of as much as
1 000 trillion bits per square centmetre
made possible by Dr. Szabo's invention.
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